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President’s Page
Kurt Hennige
As the new President of the Kingston
Field Naturalists, I would like to
congratulate Gaye Beckwith for the
great leadership he has given to the club
over the last three years. We will very
much miss our departing executives:
Shirley French, Chris Grooms, Darren
Rayner and John Cartwright. I would
like to welcome to the executive: Polly
Aiken, James Barber, Mike Burrell and
Mark Read.
As a member of the executive for close
to a dozen years, I have enjoyed the
excellent work of my fellow executives
in making this club run so smoothly.
Congratulations to all of you.
Consistent with the theme of the last
president page, which encouraged all of
us to get involved with Citizen Science
and leading by example, I have been
involved with the Canadian Wildlife
Service’s “North American Breeding
Bird Survey” for over 20 years, currently
undertaking two routes every June.
Reading the State of Canada Birds
Report made me realize that a majority
of their data originates from the “BBS.”
Other projects I participate in and easily
found on the Bird Studies Canada
website are the Nocturnal Owl Survey,
Canadian Lakes Loon Survey, Marsh
Monitoring Program, and Project Feeder
Watch. For many of these projects, you
don’t have to be an expert birder to
participate.
A personal favorite of a non-avian
citizen science project I strongly
recommend is “Bug Guide.”
All it takes to participate is to submit a
photo you have taken of an insect in

North America to their website. Not only
will you get an identification of this
insect, the record also will go into their
database. Anything you would like to
know about an insect can be found on
the “Bug Guide website”
(http://bugguide.net).
At a recent grassland bird research
forum in Guelph, Jon McCracken from
Bird Studies Canada gave a presentation
on Bobolink density in Ontario. Using
point count data from the 2nd Breeding
Bird Atlas and by dividing Ontario into
counties, his table showed Lennox &
Addington as the county with the highest
density of Bobolinks in Ontario. This did
surprise me since a large part of L&A
north of Tamworth is southern shield
country where rock barren, lakes and
forest are dominant. It also includes two
Important Bird Areas: the “Napanee
Plain” and “Amherst Island,” both
recognized for a high density of
grassland species. His second
presentation, again using the 2nd
Breeding Bird Atlas point count data,
when compared to point count data
collected in 2012, showed that Bobolink
numbers declined 70% in Norfolk
County. This is very concerning and it
would be interesting to know how much
of a decline in Frontenac or Lennox &
Addington Counties occurred during the
last 10 years as well.
Enjoy your summer and if you are
interested in butterflies and dragonflies,
print the recently updated Butterflies and
Dragonflies Checklists from our KFN
Website to learn what species are in your
neighbourhood.
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Spring Round-up 2014
Ron D. Weir
The KFN's 57th Spring Round-up took
place from 1500h Saturday 2014 May 17
to 1500h Sunday 2014 May 18. The
weather on both days was sunny with
calm conditions. A light breeze was
evident by afternoon of the Sunday.
Temperatures varied from 7 oC to 18 oC
along the Lake Ontario shoreline and 4
o
C to mid-20 oC inland.
The final tally of species was 201, which
is close to the 41-year (1973-2013)
average of 199. Areas visited included
the following: Amherst I.; Amherstview
Sewage Lagoons; Camden East to
include Camden Lake; Canoe Lake Road
and surrounding areas; Charleston Lake;
Florida Road; Opinicon Road and
surrounding areas including Chaffey’s
Lock; Collins Bay and its watershed;
Hay Bay area; Wilton Creek at Morven;
Howe I.; Moscow area; Newburg;
Yarker; Sydenham; Roblin; Parrot’s
Bay; Kingston City areas to include
Little Cataraqui Creek Conservation
Areas, Lemoine’s Point, Salmon I.,
Snake I., Brother’s I., Garden I.; Prince
Edward Point; Point Peninsula and area
NY.
One new species was added to the
cumulative total, which stands at 289
species. The Willow Ptarmigan at Point
Peninsula, Jefferson, NY, that irrupted
from the arctic has remained at this
location for some time and its continued
presence on Sunday 18 May 2014 was a
welcome surprise.
Chip Weseloh visited Salmon Island and
Snake Island where he tallied 126 nests
and 68 nests of Herring Gull,
repectively.
For a complete tally of the Spring
Round-ups from 1960-2011, see Blue

Bill 39 28-36 (1992). For 1992 to 2009,
see Blue Bill 39 44-49 (1992), 40 125131 (1993), 41 48-53 (1994), 42 63-70
(1995), 43 70-74 (1996), 44 60-66
(1997), 45 49-54 (1998), 46 81-89
(1999), 47 58-63 (2000), 48 52-59
(2001), 49 90-96 (2002), 50 40-44
(2003), 51 47-52 (2004), 52 42-48
(2005), 53 77-82 (2006), 55 37-42
(2008), 55 42-47 (2008), 56 49-54
(2009), 57 48-54 (2010), 58 51-57
(2011), 59 171-177 (2012), 60 36-42
(2013), respectively.
In addition to the ptarmigan, noteworthy
finds include the Red-throated Loon,
Great Egrets, Peregrine Falcons,
Forster’s Tern, Snowy Owl, Red-headed
Woodpecker, Red-bellied Woodpecker,
Hooded Warbler, Clay-colored
Sparrows, Fox sparrow, Orchard
Orioles, and Evening Grosbeak.
Participants were invited to the home of
Marian and Joel Ellis for the potluck
supper and the species tabulation. On
behalf of all the participants, I would
like to thank Marian and Joel for being
such great hosts.

Virginia Rail
Photo: James Barber
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The totals in the following table provide
an estimate of the numbers of individual
birds tallied.
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Chip Weseloh, Linda
Weseloh, KeirWeseloh, Peter Hess;
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Penfold;
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Blaney, Jeff Bolsinger, J. Cooke, Mike
Evans, Janis Grant,
Chris Robinson, Antony
Shrimpton, Terry Sprague, PEPt
Observatory staff.
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KFN Annual Reports May2013-Apr2014
Membership
John Critchley
KFN currently has 372 paid adult
memberships including 14 Life members
and 3 Young Adult members. The adult
membership is almost evenly split
between individual and family
memberships which increases the actual
membership to 550 voting members.

increased postage costs will be reduced
in the future.

There are also 47 junior and 8 teen
memberships.

John Critchley, as Membership
Secretary, manages the membership
database, sends up to three membership
renewal reminders, if required, prepares
charitable receipts and thank you letters
for the treasurer, and distributes the
email notices for the e-Blue Bill and
Newsletter recipients. Norma Graham
supports John by mailing The Blue Bill.

This year we saw major changes in the
way we distribute our monthly
newsletter. Spurred on by the increase
in postage costs the Board decided to
email the newsletter to all our members,
with a few exceptions, as a PDF
document.

The renewal notices form part of the
hard copy audit trail necessary for
tracking payment of membership fees
and donations so it is important to return
them.

Conservation
This means that I can now mail the few
exceptions myself and I would like to
thank the two volunteers, Kathy Innes
and Rosemary Bradley, who supported
me by mailing out the newsletters.
The system of sending out personalized
renewal notices is working very well and
I will continue it with some necessary
changes.

Chris Hargreaves

If anyone would like information about
Conservation Committee, and/or to help
us on these issues or new ones, please
call me at 613-389-8993 or email
hargreavescp@sympatico.ca
Nature Reserves

Erwin Batalla

Helen Quilliam Sanctuary

Renewal notices and reminders will now
be mailed separately instead of being
included with a newsletter. Membership
cards are also mailed separately or
included with a charitable receipt if a
donation has been made with the
membership renewal.

At last year’s cleanup, nine KFN
members removed some debris from our
trail system. During this past winter, the
wood duck boxes were inspected by the
Teens with Anne and Gaye.

The majority of members are renewing
their membership before the end of the
fiscal/membership year and hopefully
the number of reminders along with the

The KFN property on Amherst Island
was renamed the Martin Edwards
Reserve. A sign was constructed by
Lynn Bell and erected by a group of

Amherst Island
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volunteers. An opening ceremony
attracted 25 members.
During the grazing season, the electric
fence became inoperable so the herd was
moved to the easternmost field. Part of
the fence has been replaced by a page
wire fence. We hope to convert the rest
of the electric fence to a permanent
fence in the near future.
The two wooden Purple Martin (PUMA)
houses have been brought down. Lynn
Bell has refurbished one and it will be
mounted back soon. In the meantime,
Mark Read helped to clean up and repair
all five metal PUMA boxes.
Surveys of grassland bird species and
bats are ongoing on the Martin Edwards
Reserve.
Monitoring
Bud Rowe, Paul Mackenzie and
Cameron Smith monitored the Lost Bay
property.
Anne, Karen Stinson, Mark Read and
Ali Giroux (NCC) joined Monte
Hummel to monitor Evans’ Woods.
The Blue Bill

James Barber

This is my first issue as editor and look
forward to settling into my role. Four
issues of the Blue Bill were printed,
Information about local species and
abundance
of
birds,
butterflies.
Odonates, moths, salamanders and
Orthoptera was presented. Articles
decribing KFN activities and member
trips, as well as interesting local natural
sites were published.
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The majority of members receive the eversion of the Blue Bill, reducing the
environmental impact of its publication.
Thank you to John Critchley who
maintains mailing lists, prepares labels
and sends e-mail notices, to Mike Burell
who posts the electronic version on the
KFN website, and to Norma Graham,
who mails the hardcopy version.
Rambles

Anne Robertson

Rambles are slow walks to notice nature.
During the 2013/2014 year 21 Rambles
were planned (one was cancelled due to
pouring rain).
47 different people participated in at
least one ramble with an average
participation of 8. The low average is
probably because of a long, cold winter.
We visited Parks, Conservation Areas
and Protected Areas
as well as the Cataraqui and K and P
Trails and private properties.
The coldest day at -22C still saw 4
participants enjoying the chickadees and
finding pussy willow in flower.
Although the number of participants was
down this year we always have fun and
are challenged to identify species we do
not know whether they be fleeting birds,
frogs or fungi. This chance to get out in
all seasons to a variety of habitats
appeals to new naturalists as well as
those more accustomed to knowing what
they notice and being able to share
information.
Youth Report Anne Robertson
a) Juniors
44 Juniors registered in September and a
further 4 joined us in January.
10 leaders volunteered to help with the
program with further substitutions made
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during the year. We were sad to see
Allison Board leave us in April after 7
years as a Junior leader. Three other
leaders have been volunteering in past
years Allyson Parker (2 years), Megan
McMillan (1 year), Lucas Brehaut (2
years). New leaders included Veronika
Wright, Kaitlin Ritchie, Lauren Grubb,
Erica Barkley, Paisley Thomson and
Mairead Weir. Sarah Wallace (1 !
years) returned to help us out in the
spring. Diane Lawrence unfailingly
provides assistance with generating
planning ideas for meetings, ordering the
T shirts, organizing the card trading and
filling in where needed.
The program and plan of each meeting
has remained basically the same for
many years with different topics being
covered. This year
the “away from home” meeting was an
Astronomy meeting held at the Queens
telescope. Other topics included Noninsect Arthropods, Animal Trick or Treat
(dispersal of fruits and seeds),
Shorebirds, Liking Lichens, The Sky by
Day, Things with Wings, Canopy
Habitat and Life Underground. At the
Herptile meeting a video of a frog
chorus was made.
In addition we had our usual Seasonal
Craft meeting, May Bird Walk and Wild
Food Picnic (40 wild foods available for
tasting).
We made Garden Homes for Wildlife
which have now been installed at the
Pollinator Garden of the Horticultural
Society at the Memorial Centre, the Tree
Nursery at Lemoine Point and the new
Butterfly Garden at Centre 70.
The Junior website
(kingstonfieldnaturalists.com/Youth/Juni
or/garden homes) has a page on the
Garden Homes.
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Field trips went to Mitchell Creek (NCC
property) and for the first time we did a
CBC4Kids organized by Erica Barkley
and Mike Burrell and helped by Mark
Read and Chris Robinson. It snowed!
45 species and 1768 birds were
recorded. In February we went to the
McLachlan Wood Working Museum and
built bird nest boxes. In March we set
up a display of Urban Birds at Elbow
Lake Environmental Education Centre
with Carolyn Bonta. We did a shoreline
cleanup at the Martin Edwards Reserve
in April.
Summer Projects were submitted in
October and prizes won by Ephraim
Anderson, Austin Bailey, Paige Bailey,
Aiden Coulter, Tara Coulter, Zoe
Coulter, Evan Hoover, Nolan Hoover
and Sarrahe Wendatt
Three Juniors were awarded Roland
Beschel prizes to go to Nature Camp in
2014: Marisol Godbille-Cardona, Nolan
Hoover and Ronan Giguere.
Our annual coin collection raised $75.00
to help wildlife and went to BSC where
we adopted a Cedar Waxwing banded by
Erica Barkley!
Our third annual card trading organized
by Diane was of a series of 20 spring
wild flowers.
T shirts were white on navy this year and
we ordered hooded sweats with a small
logo for the first time.
This was another very full and rewarding
year.
b) Teens
Eight Teens registered in this program
with 2-6 attendees at each of 8 meetings.

The Blue Bill
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In September we canoed Mitchell Creek
renting canoes in Snug Harbour. This
was a slow paddle to notice nature. We
studied various kinds of water plants and
counted 19 Painted turtles. Some swam
at lunch time.
Field notebooks for the year were started
as a good record of our adventures.
In October we had an overnight meeting
on Mammals of Eastern Ontario at the
Elbow Lake Environmental Education
Centre (ELEEC) with Mark Conboy and
Carolyn Bonta. This workshop covered
a good variety of aspects of our local
mammals. A highlight was the scat
testing demonstration to determine if a
scat was that of a coyote or wolf.
Our November meeting was the now
traditional Bird Identification Workshop
at McArthur where bird specimens are
identified and prepared for freeze drying
or taxidermy. Mark Read came to help
Diane and me with identification and
organization of the specimens. Already
preserved skins are bagged and labeled
with computer generated labels and
sorted into boxes. The collection has
about 300 birds and is used for education
and displays.
In December we held our first
CBC4Kids with the Teen Naturalists. It
was a cold day and after visiting
Lemoine Point and the Invista shoreline
we were happy to warm up at McArthur
where we entered our 31 species and 275
birds to e Bird with help from Mark
Read and James Barber.
Our January meeting was cancelled due
to very poor weather. In February we
travelled to Oxford Mills for mudpuppy
night (35 puppies recorded) and a
drawing lesson with Aleta Karstad
(drawing mudpuppies of course). Later
in the month we snowshoed into the
Helen Quilliam Sanctuary to do some
Wood Duck box maintenance.
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In March we combined with the Junior
Naturalists Celebrating Urban Birds
outing to ELEEC.
The April trip was to the Helen Quilliam
Sanctuary again, this time for trail
maintenance on the Roland Beschel trail.
Although it was a warm day ice
remained on the beaver ponds. We
worked on this long trail but also
enjoyed many spring sightings.
May was another highlight with a 24
hour Baillie Birdathon. This fundraising
event, through pledges, raised over
$1000.00 for Bird Studies Canada and
the Prince Edward Point Bird
Observatory. We had fun spotting
species in Kingston and north of
Sydenham on Friday night. We spent a
short night at the Robertson cottage then
on Saturday early morning birded up
Canoe Lake Road and eventually over to
the Queens Biological Station by which
time we had tallied 96 species. We
managed a couple more for a total of 98
before our 24 hours were up and we
were somewhat tired, though elated to
have seen more species than anticipated.
The spotting (and driving) was greatly
helped by Diane Lawrence, Erwin
Batalla and Gaye Beckwith each for part
of the time and Mark Read who
remained with us throughout.
Most of these trips have been written up
in more detail in the Blue Bill with the
aid of the field notebook of each author.
Plans are in the works for a distinct logo
for the Teen Naturalists.
This program would not run without the
generous help of many supporters.
Thank you all for your commitment to
this age group.
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Evolution of Odonatae
Carol Seymour
Imagine you are walking through the
Upper Carboniferous period, around 325
mya (million years ago). In this wet and
humid landscape you find yourself
skirting the edges of mist covered
swamps and shallow lagoons. Towering
over you are giant club mosses at 10
metres tall and Cordaite horsetails
standing 30 metres or more; these plants
would be immediately recognizable to
you as ancient ancestors of our own
more modestly sized versions of the
same names. Look around you. You
might see some early amphibians, maybe
a few fish in the warm waters of this era.
No birds, not yet, nor any dinosaurs
(they are but a glint in the eye of
evolution at this stage) but you might
glimpse a small reptile scrambling over a
fallen fern (yes, ferns are big enough to
fall down back here). There are insects,
have been for about 70 million years, but
only recently have some arthropods been
showing up with the ability to fold their
wings over their backs.
Before continuing on our walk, I
must explain one very important factor
concerning our knowledge of evolution;
if not for the discovery of fossils all
would be fiction, just supposition based
on our imaginations. We would know
nothing of dinosaurs or the beginnings of
birds. We would know nothing of our
own complex history; a puzzle-box
forever closed to us. We all know how
fossils are made...
Sorry, I have to pause in my
explanation of fossils. Look to your left,
fluttering at eye level, back and forth

over the lagoon. See it, a eugeropterid,
the oldest dragonfly-like insect known to
man.

Look closely. Though similar to our
modern dragonflies in size and wing
structure, having the characteristic set of
veins that serve as spars and stays to
support the wing in flight, they are
missing physical attributes such as the
nodus or node midway along the wing
which allows the wing more flexibility,
and the pterostigma, a small area of
thickened and usually dark cuticle near
the wingtip which acts as an
aerodynamic counterweight. If you
move in closer, you will notice a set of
small winglets positioned just behind the
head. Imagine that, a triple-winged
insect! This third set of wings resembles
the airfoils in front of the wings of some
fighter jets, which add stability during
high-speed flight. Unlike modern
dragonflies, instead of triangles in the
wings close to the body to help in
supplying lift and stability in low flight
speeds, this insect has a quadrangle or
parallelogram to perform the same
function. This is an insect set on a
similar yet slightly different evolutionary
path to the aerobatic flight capabilities
achieved by our modern dragonflies.
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and this changes little during their
history.

Another ancient line of
dragonflies making its debut at this time
is the Meganeuridae. Like
Eugeropteridae, it is one of the
Protodonata. Actually, if you look
straight ahead, you'll see one flying
directly towards you. You might want to
step aside; if struck by this giant you
could receive a serious dent. Due to an
increase in atmospheric oxygen levels of
around 30 percent – close to 50 percent
higher than current levels, insect
gigantism evolves at this time, producing
approximately 61 cm (2ft.) long
cockroaches as well as other giants.
Better watch where you put your feet.
This family of dragonflies includes one
of the largest and heaviest insects ever
known to fly. A fossil of Meganeuropsis
permiana discovered in the Elmo
formations of Kansas had a wingspan of
71 cm. (28 inches). Most of what we
know of these giants is from fossils of
their wings, since very few bodies
survive fossilization. However, several
remarkable specimens were uncovered
in the coal beds of Commentry, France
showing long antennae and prognathous
mandibles reminiscent of beetles. They
are four times as broad and
approximately 64 times as heavy as
modern dragonflies. See how awkwardly
this meganeurid flies as it passes you. It
has none of the complex wing structures
of modern dragonflies or eugeropterids

Now you'd best hang onto
something; things are going to get a little
rough over the next few million years.
During the Carboniferous period
Hercynian folding (a mountain-building
event caused by late Paleozoic
continental collision between shifting
landmasses forming the supercontinent,
Pangaea) gives rise to extensive basins
soon overgrown with impenetrable
forests. Our little eugeropterid is still
busy reproducing and spreading its
progeny across this volatile landscape
and meganeurids are still rulers of the
skies, since no larger flying creatures are
known from this period. Take note
though, hovering around your head are
clouds of small meganeurids the size of
our modern meadowhawks.
Hey, now don’t let go of that tree
yet. Before the end of the Carboniferous
period, an extinction event occurs,
referred to as the Carboniferous
Rainforest Collapse. This climate
change, most likely caused by intense
glaciation and a drop in sea levels, takes
the earth from hot and humid to cool and
arid. Both flora and fauna greatly alter
and diversify during these intense
changes. Tornadoes uproot trees and
topple them into swamps. Over time
they carbonize becoming deep beds of
coal. As we enter the Permian period,
amphibians, the dominant vertebrates at
this time, fare poorly. Reptiles diversify
due to adaptations that allow them to
survive the drier habitat. Some of these
reptiles grow to be as large as a fullgrown bull and many new species evolve
to fill the spreading deserts and drier
climes.
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It's now early in the Permian
period. If you look around you will see
that the order of Odonata has become
well established, arguably, the earliest
family being Coenagrionoide (Narrowwinged damselflies).

Notice the five main stem veins at the
base of the wings with fully formed
nodus, but still with the arculus open
basally (which will close in modern
dragonflies). While early dragonflies are
flourishing during this period, the
ancestors of dinosaurs and mammals are
two undistinguished reptiles living
amongst the ferns and giant club-moss
trees in the ancient forests.
So far, you have been watching
life evolve, explode and cover the
constantly shifting landmasses of earth.
Standby. Witness now, the extinction of
96 percent of ocean life and 70 percent
of land-based life. This is known as the
end-Permian extinction. Feel the heat
boiling around you from the coal/gas
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fires and explosions from the Siberian
Traps (volcanoes spewing out lava a
mile deep across ancient Siberia). Are
you having difficulty breathing? That's
because of the sudden release of
methane clathrate from the sea floor,
triggered by methane-producing
microbes, and the greenhouse effect of
decreasing oxygen and increasing carbon
dioxide. Actually, if you were really
here, you would be dead. This mass dieoff happens in a geologic flash of just
60,000 years, though these events
continue for around a million years. We
have lost our valiant little eugeropterid
and the 'Paleozoic giant dragonfly'; in
their time they were two successful
lineages of Protodonata but their
evolutionary paths dead end during this
massive extinction. Conversely, the
Odonata survive these upheavals,
differentiating into several major
lineages.
So, we have survived the
catastrophic journey through to the end
of both the Permian period and the
Paleozoic era. It's 245 mya and we are
entering the Mesozoic era beginning
with the Triassic period. Everything has
changed. The climate is so dry
vegetation only grows near rare sources
of moisture. Stumpy cycads are the
dominant gymnosperm plant while
evolving conifers are spreading across
the still shifting landmasses that are
continents at this time. If you look to
your left along the sandy banks of this
small lake, you can see a
Triadobatrachus, one of our first
primitive frogs. Keep your eyes open
and you might glimpse an ancient
testudenate (turtles and tortoises) or the
first mammals to walk the earth (very
reptilian at this point). Observe the small
Saltoposuchus, a socket-toothed
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thecodant, standing, with help from its
thick tail, on its hind legs. This four-foot
reptile and other thecodants are the
evolutionary forerunners of crocodiles,
birds and dinosaurs. Remember this little
guy – he's important.
Now, put your feet up and relax
for a moment. I want to explain an
important issue surrounding the history
of dragonflies, one which will either
help clarify or, possibly confuse, the rest
of their story. We simply have not yet
found enough fossils to tell a concise
and accurate history of this amazing
insect. There remain many missing
pieces from this evolutionary puzzle. No
fossils have been found pre-dating our
eugeropterids, yet paleontologists agree
that there were probably earlier versions.
We are not sure whether our modern
odonata rose from small meganeurids or
if they arose alongside as
Protozygopterans or possibly even
modern Zygopterans (damselflies) –
remember, not enough fossils. There are
some experts who believe the fossil
species, Permagrion falklandicum, from
the Falkland Islands is a
protozygopteran, but others insist it is a
true modern zygopteran. The line
leading from the prehistory of odonata to
modern odonata is at best, a dotted line.
We can only hope that more fossils will
be discovered in the future, completing
this complex story.
While we continue to journey
through the Mesozoic era, I suggest you
step softly and be aware of your
surroundings or you might find yourself
in the belly of a more familiar ancient
animal; for this, you see, is the age of the
dinosaur. To be precise, the three ages of
the dinosaur. At the end of each period
in this era is an extinction event (much
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smaller than the Permian extinction). As
we continue to walk through earth's
changing history, notice not only the
increasing complexity of life, but also
how the dinosaurs seem to grow bigger
with each post-extinction renewal. All
you bird watchers will be very interested
in the creature perched ahead of us in
that thick stand of fern. See the wings
with clawed shoulders and the feathered
tail? Don't get too close – the
Archaeopteryx has sharp teeth. Keep
walking. End of Jurassic: birth of
Stegosaurus, Brontosaurus and
Diplodocus. As we tiptoe past these
ancient monsters, you might notice off to
the left there, hidden in a protective dip
in the ground, at the end of the Triassic,
a Triconodon, an early mammal who
still lays eggs like her reptilian ancestors
but suckles her young. And here we are
at the third age or Cretaceous period; a
world ruled by our largest biped
dinosaur, the “tyrant-lizard”,
Tyrannosaurus rex. Let's not go any
closer; he looks hungry.
But let's not get too far ahead of
ourselves. During the Triassic (245-210
mya), Jurassic (210-145 mya) and
Cretaceous (145-65 mya) periods,
various suborders of odonata are born,
live briefly (millions of years) and go
extinct. One such suborder is
Triadophlebiomorpha whose name is
probably longer than its brief appearance
on the evolutionary path of dragonflies.
Now, looking around, I see that we have
come to the part of the still shifting earth
that will one day be called Liaoning
province in China. This is the location of
one of the most important fossil sites to
be uncovered in the twentieth century.
While we're here, we may as well check
out the species, Aeschnidium
heishankowense, a member of the
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widespread family, Aeschnidiidae. At
this site, both adult dragonflies and their
larvae are so well preserved scientists
are able to speculate on the life history
of this species. Observe the sprawling
form of its larva burrowing into the soft
bottom of the shallow lake in front of us.
Watch! It's about to ambush that small
fish swimming by. Impressive catch with
its forward projecting mandibles – more
like a beetle's than a dragonfly's. And
look at those wings; large and wide,
similar to the wings of modern-day
saddlebags or gliders – made for flying
long distances. This species shares many
physical attributes and behaviours with
our modern dragonflies, yet it too, along
with the rest of the family,
Aeschnidiidae, is on its way to
extinction.
During the Triassic, the first
'modern' dragonflies of the suborder
Anisozygoptera appear. These are
odonata with both zygopterous
(damselfly) and anisopterous (dragonfly)
features, of which only two species
remain in the modern world.

The Jurassic introduces the world to not
only early solitary wasps and bees, and
moths but also the odonata families:
Aeshnidae (darners), Gomphidae
(clubtails), Petaluridae (petaltails) and
Cordulegastridae (Spiketails).
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Notice also, the luminous male
damselfly beginning to court her (one of
the few dragonflies that actually exhibit
a courtship behaviour). Perhaps we
should move on and give them some
privacy.
If we climb to the top of the next
hill we can sit and rest while we watch
the earth turn on its head once again in
another extinction event, second only to
the Permian extinction in magnitude and
species loss. Sadly, it is the end-days of
the mighty dinosaur (except the feathery
ones we now call birds). This mass
extinction kills off 65 percent of life and
is known as the K/T line. Do I need to
say it? Dragonflies again survive this
latest extinction.
So, here we are in the Cretaceous
period, the third age of dinosaurs. Here
also is the rise of flowering plants,
blanketing the earth with colour and
scent. And here there be dragons, of the
Calopterygoidea (broad-winged
damselflies) kind. If you search the
sunlit banks of that small creek to your
right, you can see the flickering broad
wings and metallic body of a delicate
Jewelwing damselfly. I can see that it's a
female, with wings lacking a true
pterostigma, instead having white multicelled pseudopterostigmas contrasting
with her darkly pigmented wings.

If we now jump ahead five
million years, you will witness the
appearance of the final two players in
this evolutionary play. Both are
members of the anisopteran superfamily,
Libelluloidea, the most diverse and
dominant odonata in the world today.
The Corduliidae (Emeralds), known to
us by their sometimes unusual names
such as Prince Baskettail, Raquet-tailed
Emerald, Stigian Shadowdragon and
Ebony Bog Haunter, to mention only a
few, are often the most sought after
dragonflies by odonata enthusiasts, since
many are infrequently found and
difficult to identify.
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Note that our Cruisers, once a subfamily of Corduliidae, are now in their
own family, Macromiidae.

The second family, Libellulidae
(Skimmers), are varied in their
appearance, size and preferred habitats.
The most distinct physical difference
between them and the rest of their
brethren, is the shape of the anal loop on
their hind wing, that of a sock.
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This is the easiest group of dragonflies
to identify. Interestingly, all the females
in this most advanced superfamily,
Libelluloidea, have evolved with nonfunctional ovipositors. Instead of
directly inserting their eggs into plants or
mud, they dip their abdomens into water
while in flight, releasing their eggs.
Others flick their eggs on to surrounding
plants or even into tree holes.
As we make our way through the
next 60 million years, we are audience to
the diversification of mammals and the
birth of man. Let me know if you see
Lucy, better known as Australopithecus
afarensis, scavenging for food in the
African savanna. Wouldn't that be
exciting! Okay, here we are: home. Earth
2014 has breathable air with continents
relatively stable, only drifting slightly,
though they do still, on occasion, rock,
rattle and roll. Take a deep breath and
relax. During our 325 million year
journey we have witnessed the birth,
evolution and death of millions of
species of animals, including the mighty
dinosaur. Throughout our travels
dragonflies, in ancient or modern form,
have kept us company. You might ask
here, 'Why did they survive all the
extinctions and so many others expired?'
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Well, according to Darwin, creatures
survive because they are able to adapt to
their changing environment. All the
odonata families that have flown out of
the genetic soup of evolution and
survived to present-day have distinctly
different attributes: eyes that touch,
others that are far apart, differing vein
patterns on their wings, body size and
colour, ovipositor functionality and the
shape of male claspers. In spite of the
differences, all odonates have two
important traits in common and always
have, the first being that they experience,
in their lifetime, two totally dissimilar
lifestyles; the egg and larval stage is
spent in water while the adult stage is
aerial. Following emergence from their
larval casing, the newly winged adult
flies instinctively away from the water to
disperse across the surrounding
landscape, sometimes to considerable
distances.
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Hence, over the millennia, if water filled
with steaming lava or froze solid, or
rivers changed course or dried up, they
were able to escape death and find
another suitable location to colonise.
The second factor leading to the
survival of Odonata is simply the
beautiful efficiency of their basic body
design, one that has changed very little
over time. The combination of large
compound eyes, wings that can move
independently of one another and a
unique body shape, has made these
survivors superb hunters (they catch
90% of what they hunt), given them
aerial skills unequalled in the insect
world (they can fly in all directions, even
briefly backwards), and has enabled
them to occupy a niche in the
environment that no other creature has
been able to usurp. That is until now.
Sadly, after over 300 million years of
surviving mass-extinctions, predators
and evolutionary dead-ends, modernman has begun squeezing dragonflies
out of their hard won habitats onto the
endangered species list. But there is
hope. Considering how many challenges
Odonata has endured, they will continue
to evolve, and in the end, will survive
mankind's extinction
All photos by Murray Seymour
except:
Fossil Wings – Dragonflies of the World
by Jill Silsby
Reconstruction of Eugeropterid – A
Dazzle of Dragonflies by Forrest L.
Mitchell and James L. Lasswell. Figure
by Dr. Jarmila Kukalova-Peck
Petaluridae – A Dazzle of Dragonflies
Anisozygoptera - Unknown
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Algonquin Park Field Trip
Gaye Beckwith
During the first weekend in May (2nd to
4th), seven hardy KFN members,
including Gaye and Betsy Beckwith,
Janis Grant, Nancy Spencer, Jim and
Karen Stinson, and Peter Blancher,
ventured to Algonquin Park to look for
birds, moose and other signs of wildlife.
Fifty-five bird species were observed
including Red Crossbills, Gray Jays,
Evening Grosbeaks, Horned and Rednecked Grebes, and a Sandhill Crane
near the park. In the evening we heard a
Northern Saw-whet calling. Seven
moose were seen with tattered coats and
one with a considerable mass of ticks on
its ear. The weather was cool and damp
but didn’t interfere with us doing several
hikes on trails along the park’s corridor
highway. Wild flowers were scarce with
Trout Lilly leaves pushing up and the
occasional Red Trillium. We even saw
an early Lightning Bug on a bracket
fungus growing on dead tree.

Red Crossbills
Photos: Gaye Beckwith
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Prince Edward Point Field Trip
Ron Weir
The annual mid-May field trip by the
KFN to Prince Edward Point (PEPt) saw
16 participants take part. The day was
sunny with a light wind and
temperatures ranged from 6 oC in early
morning to 15 oC by afternoon. Migrant
and locally nesting birds abounded,
conditions that provided the several
newcomers with ample opportunity to
see the same species repeatedly in order
to commit the field marks to memory.
Pockets of migrants were found in
numerous places along the Long Point
peninsula as the group made their way to
the National Wildlife Area. Leaves were
in very early stages of opening, which
did not impede seeing the singing
migrants in the trees. Some of the
spring flowers were blooming among the

trees as the rays of the sun warmed the
ground.
Typical of May were the small groups of
Blue Jays migrating even as our local
jays are on their nests. Previous banding
studies with band returns showed that
the jays head well to the NE towards the
Quebec City area. A total of 96 species
was tallied within the National Wildlife
Area and the Long Point peninsula
leading to the NWA. That list is shown
below. Excluded from the list below is
the Solitary Sandpiper found along the
Bath Road.
Also present at Traverse when our group
arrived were 30+ cars associated with
the Spring Birding Festival organised by
Terry Sprague.
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Teen Baillie Birdathon
Sydney Plouffe
On May 9th in the late afternoon, Gabrielle,
Astrid, Michael and Sydney accompanied
Anne Robertson, Diane and Mark for the
Birdathon after grabbing a quick bite to eat
at the Tim Hortons on Bath Road. We
quickly organized all our belongings in
Anne and Diane’s car then went to the edge
of the parking lot to have a quick look into
the field. We made some stops at the Rideau
trail, waterfront beside Invista and
Amherstview lagoons and Old Stage Coach
Road south of Sydenham. We spotted
around 40 species before we made our way
to Anne’s cabin. When we hit Sydenham we
stopped and Zoe joined us. Upon our arrival,
we had a listen for some different species
before saying goodbye to Diane. We set up
our things in the cabin and went down by
the water for a look where we spotted some
wild turkeys roosting in trees. After that we
went for a night hike, listening for owls such
as the barred owl. After hearing one, we
headed back to the cabin where we had a
snack and settled down for bed. Awakening
was at 4:30 am so we could quickly have a
snack and head out. Also awake that early
was Erwin, who was accompanying us for
the morning trip. We drove up and down

Canoe Lake Road spotting or hearing around
35 different species. We returned for
breakfast which was made by the teens, then
packed up for our new adventure. After a
few more stops we met up with Ronan and
Gaye Beckwith our new companion and
driver. We made a stop at his marsh, where
we identified around 15 more species which
included the stunningly vibrant Baltimore
oriole. The teens and adults made their way
to the Queens Biology Station where we had
lunch. When we tallied up our species we
had 96. Although we knew we should start
heading home we desperately wanted to
reach one hundred. Throughout the whole
drive home, the ones that were not sleeping
looked fiercely out the window trying to
spot one of the last four species we needed.
Finally, we spotted two more species at the
locks and settled for a total of 98. This was
truly an unforgettable experience and the
teens that had trouble identifying bird at the
start had a great lesson.
Pledges raised over $1,000.00 which goes to
Bird Studies Canada. Part of the money
goes to fund Prince Edward Point Bird
Observatory.

Teen Trip
Gabrielle Godbille-Cardona
On April 12th 2014 the Kingston Teen
Naturalists hiked the Roland Beschel trail in
the Helen Quilliam Sanctuary. Anne, Ronan,
Astrid, Sydney and Gabrielle took note of
trail conditions and performed trail
maintenance when possible. On that sunny
day the group took turns leading, moving
logs, adding trail markers and pruning.
Despite warm conditions, the pond was still
frozen and there was still snow in areas of
lower elevation. From 9:00 to 3:00 the group
walked and noted signs of spring. The
naturalists passed on the opposite side of
the wood duck nest boxes monitored there

in the wintertime. Unfortunately one of
them had succumbed to the elements. Aside
from that, the group observed several
animals such as: !Turkey Vultures,
Chickadees, Red Winged Blackbirds,
Canada Geese, Blue Jays, Robins, Crows,
Great Blue Herons, Hooded Mergansers,
Porcupine, Spiders, Beaver, signs of moles,
Chorus frogs, Deer (scat and bone), Turtle
eggs (from last year).
The group also paid particular attention to
shag bark hickory trees along the way. This
expedition proved to be fruitful and the trail
is currently in good condition.
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eBird 101: Just the Basics (sort of!)
Mike Burrell
Introduction to eBird
Many club members will by now have heard talk of eBird (www.ebird.ca). For those of
you who haven’t, eBird is an online checklist program where anyone is free to join and
submit their observations. Everything that is submitted is added to this permanent
database and archived for use now and in the future. eBird provides a great tool for
individuals, organizations, researchers, conservations, and land managers to access a
huge amount of information about the distribution and abundance of the world’s birds.
Before we get going, a bit of history is in order. eBird was launched in 2002 by the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology with the hypothesis that everyday observations by birders
could make a big difference to our understanding about birds. Initially, take-up was slow
by birders because there wasn’t much in the way of incentives for people to contribute.
However, when eBird began to offer incentives (more on those later) participation grew
steadily and in the last several years growth has been amazing, growing exponentially in
many places. Beginning in 2006, Bird Studies Canada partnered with Cornell to launch
eBird Canada, which is a Canadian-specific “portal” to the site which features Canadian
news and features. In Canada to-date we have seen over 10 million observations
submitted! Ontario leads the way accounting for just under half of the Canadian total and
the Kingston Study Area is one of the leading areas for participation in the project
anywhere in Canada.
In this, the first instalment of a two part series, we’ll give you all the information you
need to understand how to not just participate but to make the most out of eBird.
Registering for eBird
Tip: you can download Google
The first step to using eBird is to find the website and register.
Chrome for free at:
You can get to eBird by opening up your web browser (Google
https://www.google.com/intl/enChrome is recommended as you may experience technical
CA/chrome/browser/
issues with other browsers) and then going to eBird. Type
www.ebird.ca into the address bar of your web browser and
you’ll be taken to the eBird Canada homepage.
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Click to
register

Figure 1: The eBird Canada homepage
The eBird Canada homepage (Figure 1) has regular news features that are specific to
Canada and cover a range of topics from new eBird features, helpful hints, and general
bird-related news. There are five tabs across the top of the page (Home, Submit
Observations, Explore Data, My eBird, and Help) that will take you to different parts of
eBird. eBird divides states and provinces by counties (in Ontario we use Census Districts
which can be counties, regions, and districts) to display some information and in this vein
the right-hand margin of the homepage lists the top “counties” for the current month,
listed by the number of checklists that have been submitted – check it out and you’ll see
that Frontenac County is always near the top of the list.
At this point, we’ll ignore most of the information that is available on the homepage and
draw our attention to the “Sign in or register as a new user”
Tip: If you’re uncomfortable
link (circled in Figure 1). If you already have an account for
having your name appear on the
another project like the Great Backyard Bird Count or Project
internet associated with your
Feederwatch you can use that same login information for
bird records you can enter
eBird. If you can’t remember your login information you can
“Anonymous User” as your first
click the “forgot username” link under the blue “sign in” button and last names.
and then enter your email address. If you don’t yet have an
account, you’ll have to register for free by clicking the “Create Account” button. When
creating your account it will first ask you to enter your name and email address and to
pick a username and password. It is important to use an email
Tip: You can have as many
address that you regularly check since volunteer reviewers
accounts registered to one email
may want to contact you for more information about a
address as you like, and eBird
sighting in the future. Your username should be something
will double-check with you if
easy to remember but be sure not to pick something you might
you ask to create a second (or
be embarrassed to share with others in the future since you’ll
third) account associated with a
give it out to people you go birding with.
single email address.
Once you’ve created your account eBird will ask for a bit
more information about you for the records – if you’re uncomfortable filling out that
information just check the “Skip this” button at the bottom.
Tip: When you sign in to eBird
However, filling in the information helps eBird better
you can click the “stay signed in
understand the types of people that are using it.
box” before you click the “sign
in” button. That will save you
from having to sign in each time
you go to eBird.
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Success! That’s it; you’ve registered for a free eBird account! Keep your username and
password somewhere safe (but you can request it if you ever forget it).
Submitting a checklist
When you sign into eBird you’ll be taken straight to the start of the checklist submission
page. If you’ve already signed in and are somewhere else on eBird you can start the
checklist submission by clicking the “submit observations” tab at the top of the screen.
Submitting data to eBird is centred on the idea of a checklist. Each checklist represents a
list of birds (could be zero species right on up) from a specific location and date.
Submitting a checklist is quick and easy and gets simpler each time you’ve done it. There
are three steps to submitting a checklist:
Step 1: Where did you bird?

The first step to submitting an eBird checklist is to tell eBird where you were. There are a
few different ways you can do this:

Figure 2: Options for choosing your checklist location
My Locations List: If you’ve submitted a checklist in the past from a location it will
appear in the dropdown list of “my locations” – this is the simplest option to use, but
obviously if this is your first checklist or your first checklist from this location you’ll
have to use one of the other options.
Find it on a Map: The next easiest option, and probably the one that gets the most use, is
the “Find it on a map” option. This option will take you to a map where you can plot your
location. Before you get to the map you’ll be asked to at least specify which state or
province you were in and then the map will automatically zoom to that area. Figure 3 is
an example where the map has been zoomed in towards the
Tip: If you click the little
City of Kingston.
magnifying glass icon below the
On the map you can navigate by clicking and dragging to
zoom bar on the map you can
move around and you can zoom in by clicking the ‘+’ and ‘-‘
click and drag a box on a part of
buttons on the left hand side. If your mouse has a wheel on it,
the map and zoom in to that area.
you can also use that to zoom in or out. As you navigate the
map you’ll see pushpins that are orange and you might see some that are blue. Orange
markers represent “eBird hotspots” – these are locations that are likely to be used by
several different birders; they could be city parks, conservation
Tip: At the top of the map is the
“zoom to” box – you can type in
a town or park here and it will
zoom the map to that area.
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areas, sewage lagoons, etc. Take advantage of the hotspots because someone else has
already gone through the trouble of plotting and naming the location. The blue markers
are your “personal” locations – locations that you might use (your yard, roads you
regularly drive, etc.) but that are unlikely to have many other people submitting
information for. If there is already a marker for the location you want, click it and the
name will show up to the right (above the green “continue” button; see figure 3).

Figure 3: Using the map to choose your location
If there is no marker yet for your location, zoom in as close as possible and then click the
map where the marker should be – a green pushpin will appear and the box to the right
(above the green “continue” button) will open up for you to give your location a
meaningful name. Once you’ve plotted a location once it will appear on the map and in
your list of “my locations” in the future.
Use Latitude/Longitude: If you know the coordinates of the location you visited you
can just enter that directly using this option.
Select an entire city, county, or state: It is possible to submit eBird information at a
coarser level than an exact location, though it really makes the information much less
valuable. However, this option is often useful for older records that lack the required
level of detail to use an exact location. Note that if you are recording a large travelling
count (like a whole day driving around Frontenac County) this is a good option to use.
Otherwise, it is best to use one of the other options.
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Step 2: Date and Effort

Once you’ve told eBird where you were, it’s time to give some information about what
you were doing.

Figure 4: The data and effort options

Tip: Clicking the calendar icon
Observation Date: pick the date of the observation using the
to the right of the year will
dropdown menus. You can currently pick any date from 1
bring up a calendar that you can
January 1800 to present. You have to specify an exact date.
click on to choose the date.
Observation Type: There are four options to choose from
here. Basically you are telling eBird what you were doing when you were out birding.
We’ll ignore the “other” category for now. The other three are quite straightforward and
are your main choices. There is a description of what they mean beside them and if that’s
not enough there is also a “More info” button that you can click to get a full description.
Depending on the protocol you choose you’ll be required to enter more or less
information. For example, if you choose “Travelling” you’ll be required to enter how
long and how far you travelled. The basic option is “Incidental” for which you aren’t
required to input any further information.
Once you’ve chosen your observation type a comments box will appear. This is referred
to as the “checklist comments”. This is a good space to record any notes about the outing
such as the route/trails you were on, names of other people in your party, what the
occasion was, the weather, or interesting aspects about the birds you saw. By default, the
checklist comments remains private but this can be changed in your preferences.
Once you’ve entered all of your Date and Effort information you can click the green
“continue” button to move on to the last step.
Step 3: What did you see or hear?

The final step of entering a checklist is the best part – it’s your actual list. Here you can
go through the list and enter the number seen or heard on your outing. What you’ll see is
a list of expected species and hybrids (and “sphuhs” [e.g. warbler sp.; to be used if you
had a warbler but weren’t sure which one] and “slashes” [e.g. American Black
Duck/Mallard; to be used if you saw a duck that was one of the two species but you
weren’t sure which one]) based on the location and date you specified earlier.
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Tip: You can June
enter2014
an “x” instead
of a number if you don’t have a
count or estimate for that species.

Figure 5: What did you see and hear; the final stage of data submission
As you go through the list you might notice that a species
Tip: You don’t have to enter
you observed is missing; keep in mind that the default is to
every species you encountered
show only the expected species for that location and time of
(though it is encouraged).
year. If there is a species missing try click the “Show
Rarities” checkbox in the right-hand margin. If you still can’t find the species (should
only happen for really rare species) try clicking the “Add Species” button in the top right
of the screen.
Once you’ve finished your list you need to answer one question for eBird – “Are you
submitting a complete checklist of the birds you were able to identify?” Basically this is
eBird’s ways of asking you if you are only submitting a partial list (i.e. just the
highlights) or a full list of everything from starlings to King Eiders. Choose your answer
above the green “Submit” button and then click “Submit” to finish up.
If you entered a count that eBird considers is high or a species that eBird considers rare
for that location/date then you’ll be asked to confirm what you saw and include some
details (this acts as a good way to catch typos but also to encourage more details for less
expected sightings.
Once you’ve finished that up you’re done your first checklist and are ready to do it again!
What’s in it for me?
Besides getting that warm tingly feeling inside knowing that you’re contributing to a
project that is greatly increasing our understanding about bird distribution and abundance
patterns, there are tons of great incentives for submitting your observations to eBird.
One of the best incentives is My eBird. The more information you put in, the more you’ll
get out of using the features of My eBird. You can get to My eBird by clicking the “My
eBird” tab along the top menu in eBird.
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Figure 6: My eBird "dashboard"
When you get to My eBird (Figure 6) you’ll see all sorts of stats that eBird automatically
calculates for you including life, year, and month lists for all of the counties,
states/provinces, countries, continents, and the world. You can click on any of the
numbers in blue to bring up the list which will show where and when the first time you
reported each species was. It’s a really handy way to look up your bird records and for
those of us who like to count but don’t like to spend a lot of time doing that eBird saves
you the effort.
Not only does eBird calculate all sorts of lists for you but it can then use those lists to see
how you compare to other eBirders in the “Top 100” for a region and can also generate
customized email alerts to let you know when something you haven’t seen before shows
up. We’ll talk more about the top100 and alerts next time but you can play around with
them now by going to the “Explore Data” tab along the top of the screen.
Exploring eBird data
There are endless ways to explore the millions of observations in eBird and most of them
can be found by clicking the “Explore Data” tab along the top of the screen.
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Figure 7: The View and Explore data page
A good place to start is with the Bar Chart tool. Clicking this option will let you specify
a location (or a county, state/province, or country) to use and then eBird will
automatically generate a bar chart for that area. Bar charts will be familiar to many
people as they are often called seasonal checklists by birders as they show not just which
species have been found, but what time of year you are more or less likely to find them.
You can customize the date range and location (you can even create one for you
backyard!) as much as you like.

Figure 8: An excerpt from the Kingston area barchart
In the bar chart (Figure 8) you can click on any of the species to bring up more details
about them at the location you specified when you created the bar chart or you can click
the “map” button to the right to see a map for that species (you can also create maps by
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selecting “Range and Point Maps” at the view and explore data homepage above
(Figure 7).

Figure 9: Part of the Black-capped Chickadee map
The map that is created for each species uses eBird data to calculate the frequency for
each square on the map – that is, the percentage of checklists that reported the species
(darker purple means reported on a higher frequency of eBird checklists). If you zoom in
the squares get smaller and eventually you’ll be able to see individual points on the map
for each discrete location.
One of the newest ways to explore eBird data is to use the new Explore a Location or
Explore a Hotspot options. In the first option, you can enter a county, state/province, or
country and get information about that location like a species list, first and last dates, high
counts, top contributors, top locations and more (Figure 10).
In the Hotspot Explorer, you get to a map of the world and
Tip: You can change the
when you zoom in you’ll see the different hotspots for the
timeframe on the hotspot
area colour-coded for how many species have been reported
explorer to a single or a range of
(Figure 11). If you click on the marker for a hotspot you’ll be
months if you want to find out
taken to a page devoted to that location with many of the
which places are best at a certain
same details as is available on the Location Explorer.
time of the year.
Between the Location and Hotspots Explorer tools you
should never be at a loss to find out where to go birding next, whether it is locally or
further afield!
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Figure 10: The location explorer set to Frontenac County

Figure 11: The hotspot map around Kingston
In this issue we’ve just scratched the surface of some of the most common ways people
want to use eBird. In eBird 201 we’ll get into some of the more advanced options to
really squeeze as much out of eBird as possible.
In the meantime if you have any questions about using eBird don’t hesitate to contact
Mike Burrell (613-442-0020, mike.burrell.on@gmail.com) or to come to one of the eBird
training sessions before regular club meetings.
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Kingston Region Birds for the Spring Season: 1March-31May 2014
Mark Read
The KFN reporting area is centred on
MacDonald Park, Kingston and extends
for a radial distance of 50km. An
interactive map showing the KFN circle
is available on the website. If errors are
noted or significant observations omitted
in the following report, please do contact
me and I will update accordingly. We
also encourage you to submit all future
sightings, so that a better understanding
of our region’s birdlife can be achieved.
Members already using eBird can very
easily share their observations with
‘Kingston FN’. Alternatively, please
email, phone or post records directly to
me (contact details are found inside the
front cover).
The spring of 2014 got off to a slow start
due to the harsh winter conditions, with
enduring ice and snow, which stayed
with us until mid-April. However, things
quickly picked up, and we seemed to slip
away from winter and into almost
summer-like conditions within a matter
of weeks. A number of local rarities
graced our area, with several of them
lingering long enough to be seen by
people from far and wide.
In total, 244 species of bird were
recorded in our region during the
reporting period with the vast majority
of these sightings again gleaned from
eBird. More than 200 observers
submitted nearly 3000 unique checklists
to eBird, 51% of which were shared with
KFN. In total, just over 37,500 sightings
were made (i.e. an average of 12.5
species per checklist), amounting to over
372,000 individual birds. Some of these
birds would, however, be the same
individuals seen on subsequent

occasions. Here are the highlights of
spring 2014:
Snow Goose: The first record was of a
single, white morph, bird seen at
Joyceville on 15th Mar (MVAB). The
last birds of the season were the 4 seen
on Wolfe Island on the exceptionally late
date of 31st May (EBat). Significant local
movement was noted on 1st Apr, mainly
in the east of the region, on Woodburn
Road (1000), Marble Rock Road (2000),
Fairfax Road (1000), and Highway 32
(3000) (JTh).
Brant: A maximum 700 was noted
during a KFN May Bird Walk at
Lemoine Point CA, Kingston, on 14th
May (KFN).
Cackling Goose: Numerous records
were received during the first week of
April of mainly single birds. However,
the first was seen at Collins Bay
Institution, Kingston on 31st Mar (CH)
and the last at Kaiser Cross Road, Prince
Edward County on 30th Apr. The
maximum count was of 4 birds
photographed at Lower Brewers Lock,
Joyceville, on 3rd Apr (MVAB).
Trumpeter Swan: Seen throughout the
reporting period at several locations, but
mainly along the Rideau Canal. The last
of the ‘wintering’ flocks was 8 birds
seen at Chaffey’s Locks on 7th Apr (SD,
CH).
Eurasian Wigeon: A male, present at
Kaiser Cross Road, Prince Edward
County from 9th-12th Apr (and possibly
since 6th) proved to be exceedingly
elusive (PS et al.). A second male was
seen at the Martin Edwards Reserve,
Amherst Island on 25th May (MJP).
Blue-winged Teal: The first record was
of 3 birds at Unity Road Marshes,
Elginburg on 5th Apr (DR). A high count
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of 8 birds was seen at Ashland Flats
WMA, Jefferson County, NY on 27th
Apr (BP).
Green-winged Teal: The first of the
returning spring birds was noted at
Invista, Kingston on 27th Mar (CH).
Good numbers were noted at Kaiser
Cross Road, Prince Edward County in
early April with a maximum of 50
present on 12th (CH). Forty birds were
seen at Big Sandy Bay, Wolfe Island on
17th Apr (VPM et al.).
Canvasback: Birds were seen at Invista,
Kingston on several dates in early March
with 4 seen there on 15th (BLB). Birds
were also recorded on occasion in
Kingston’s Inner Harbour with 1 on 28th
Mar (VPM, AKR), 1 on 10th Apr (PB)
and 2 on 11th Apr (EBat).
Redhead: Widespread observations but
high counts were noted at Invista,
Kingston (200) on 14th Mar (MDR) and
the upper reaches of the Inner Harbour,
Kingston (350) on 23rd Mar (MDR). The
last bird was seen at the Martin Edwards
Reserve, Amherst Island on 18th May
(JRB).
Ring-necked Duck: A good build-up
was noted in early April, in particular on
the Rideau Canal at Lower Brewers
Locks, Joyceville where a careful count
revealed a total of 304 birds on 2nd Apr
(MVAB).
King Eider: The immature male and
female Kings Eiders discovered at
Prince Edward Point on 27th Feb (CH)
remained to 27th Apr at least, with the
male seen there on a KFN Field Trip. A
maximum of 4 birds (imm. male and 3
females) were seen on 3rd Mar (JRB,
MDR, AKR) and 6th Apr (TMW).
Harlequin Duck: Just one sighting of 4
birds, seen at Prince Edward Point on
18th Apr. (MJP)
Surf Scoter: All records came from
Prince Edward Point where a maximum
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of 35 were observed on an OFO Field
Trip on 21st Apr.
Black Scoter: Four records, all from
Prince Edward Point: 2 on 12th Apr
(MD), 2 on 22nd Apr (MFa), 1 on 10th
May (MEL et al.), and 2 on 17th May
(PEC).
Barrow’s Goldeneye: A single
immature male was seen (and
photographed) off Long Point Road,
Prince Edward County on 12th Apr
(MD).
Hooded Merganser: Widespread, with
a maximum of 60 birds seen at Lower
Brewers Locks, Joyceville on 9th Apr
(MVAB).
Ruddy Duck: As is typical, spring
migration was light with 2-3 birds seen
in the Inner Harbour, Kingston 11th-13th
Apr (EBat et al.). Five birds were seen at
Perch River WMA, Jefferson County,
NY on 11th Apr (JBol), and 2 at Kaiser
Cross Road, Prince Edward County on
12th Apr (JB, MD).
Willow Ptarmigan: This addition to the
KFN checklist was located on 24th Apr at
Point Peninsula, Jefferson County, NY
(EN) and remained until 27th Apr. It was
relocated, now moulting out of its
pristine white winter plumage, on 17th18th May.
Red-throated Loon: A lone bird at
Prince Edward Point was found on 9th
May (JRa) remaining for another day
when it was seen by many observers
(MEL et al.).
Common Loon: The first returning bird
was seen at Invista, Kingston on 6th Apr
(WD).
Pied-billed Grebe: The first spring
record was noted at Kingston Mills on
23rd Mar (MDR) with a peak of 20 seen
in Kingston’s Inner Harbour on 11th Apr
(EBat).
Red-necked Grebe: The Invista bird,
present since 18th Feb (MVAB et al.)
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remained until 1st Apr (WD). Other
singles were noted in the Inner Harbour
(EBat, VPM) and at Kingston Mills
(KG) during Mar-Apr, though a peak of
5 was seen on 13th Apr (MDR et al.). An
impressive count of 14 was recorded at
Sydenham Lake on 8th May (BGB).
Double-crested Cormorant: The first
returning birds took to the only open
water in the area (at Invista, Kingston)
on 19th Mar (DR).
Great Cormorant: A breeding
plumaged bird seen at the American end
of the Thousand Island’s Bridge flying
toward Ontario on 8th May was not
subsequently relocated (BM, RS, HZ).
Least Bittern: Just 3 records, all of
individuals: 1 at Moscow Marsh, 17th
May (RDW); 1 Collins Lake, 24th May,
(EBat); 1, Moscow Marsh, 31st May
(MDR).
Great Egret: The first record of the year
was of a single bird on Centennial Drive,
8th Apr (RP). Many widespread
observations made.
Black-crowned Night Heron: A
somewhat early record of 5 birds on
Days Road on 7th Apr (EBat et al.) was
followed by more typical sightings of
birds on or near Amherst Island
throughout April and May.
Turkey Vulture: An individual over the
ice at Prince Edward Point on 3rd Mar
(JRB, MDR, AKR) was rather
unexpected but by 19th Mar regular
movement had already begun with 12
noted on the Thousand Islands Parkway
(JVW).
Black Vulture: A bird was apparently
photographed at Prince Edward Point on
28th Apr (AB, KK, JTa) but further
details are still awaited.
Osprey: Plenty of widespread
observations but the first of the season
was seen at Ravensview, Kingston, on
25th Mar (SED).
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Golden Eagle: Two records: a single at
Whitechurch Road, east of Joyceville,
31st Mar (JTh) and another single (adult)
at Murphy’s Bay Wetland, Davis Lock
Road on 20th Apr (CH).
Northern Goshawk: Just two reports
were received; an immature near Lakeon-the-Mountain, Prince Edward
County, on 30th Mar (PS) and an
immature female on Washburn Road,
Joyceville on 8th Apr (MVAB).
Broad-winged Hawk: The first
returning birds were 5 seen near the
Thousand Islands Bridge on 20th Apr
(KJH).
Red-tailed Hawk: Reports of the
northern subspecies (B. j. abieticola)
came from Amherst Island on 7th Mar
(JRu) and Lansdowne on 8th Mar (CH).
Rough-legged Hawk: The last record
was of a single on Amherst Island, 6th
May (KJH).
Sandhill Crane: A number of sightings,
with the majority coming from near
Elbow Lake Environmental Education
Centre; as many as 7 were seen in that
area on 21st Apr (CB).
Black-bellied Plover: The first birds
were 7 seen at the Martin Edwards
Reserve, Amherst Island, on 17th May
(JCa, MDR, AKR) though the maximum
was 15 at Kaiser Cross Road, Prince
Edward County, on 28th May (NB, NR).
Semipalmated Plover: The first birds
(9) were noted at Kaiser Cross Road on
11th May (MDR) where 60 were seen on
both 11th May (KJH et al.) and 28th May
(NB, NR).
Solitary Sandpiper: A number of
widespread records, mainly in the first 2
weeks of May, with 1-3 birds seen at
Keely Road, near Sydenham, 9th-12th
May (DR et al.).
Ruddy Turnstone: Three sightings all
from the same day (26th May): 3 on West
Brother Island (DVCW); 5 on Salmon
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Island (DVCW); and 2 at the Martin
Edwards Reserve, Amherst Island
(VPM).
Red Knot: Two birds were seen at the
Martin Edwards Reserve, Amherst
Island on 31st May during an OFO Field
Trip.
Dunlin: As many as 300 birds were seen
on West Brother Island on 26th May
(DVCW).
White-rumped Sandpiper: Just one
record of a lone bird at Amherstview
Sewage Lagoons on 31st May (LHB,
DJM).
Pectoral Sandpiper: Two reports: 4
birds were seen on an OFO Field Trip on
21st Apr at Kaiser Cross Road, Prince
Edward County, and a single was at the
Martin Edwards Reserve, Amherst
Island, on 25th May (KJH).
Short-billed Dowitcher: Just 4 spring
records, all from Martin Edwards
Reserve, Amherst Island: the first (a
high count of 9) on 17th May (JCa,
MDR, AKR), 1 on 21st May (NLB), 2 on
25th May (KJH) and 2 on 31st May
(KFN).
American Woodcock: The first
returning bird was 1 seen in the Owl
Woods, Amherst Island, 21st Mar (MDR,
AKR).
Wilson’s Phalarope: The first bird was
noted at the Martin Edwards Reserve,
Amherst Island on 28th Apr (VPM,
AKR). As many as 14 birds were
counted at the same location during an
OFO trip on 31st May.
Little Gull: A minimum of three
records, all from Kaiser Cross Road,
Prince Edward County: 3 on 10th Apr
(JRB), 3 on 21st Apr (MWPR) and 7 on
3rd May (VPM, BER, AKR).
Iceland Gull: Only one bird was noted,
an adult at Violet Dump, Odessa, on 11th
Mar (KJH).
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Lesser Black-backed Gull: A thirdwinter bird was noted at Kaiser Cross
Road, Prince Edward County, on 21st
Apr (MWPR).
Glaucous Gull: Three records: an adult
and an immature at Violet Dump,
Odessa on 19th Mar (VPM) and 21st Mar
(MDR); another adult and immature
observed harassing waterfowl at Cressy
Point, Prince Edward County on 10th Apr
(SD, CH); and an immature off the
Loyalist Parkway near Conway on 21st
Apr (MVAB).
Black Tern: Though first noted at Point
Peninsula, Jefferson County, NY, (2
birds, 8th May, BM, RS, HZ), 70 birds
were seen on 17th May (JCa, MDR,
AKR) and 18th May (JRB) at
Amherstview Sewage Lagoons.
Eastern Screech-Owl: Other than a
long-staying wintering bird on Howe
Island (last reported 23rd Mar, SED), two
of the other three reports pertain to road
casualties, one on Washburn Road,
Joyceville on 16th Mar (EBar, MVAB)
and the other on Montreal Street,
Kingston, on 26th Mar (MDR). The other
report was of a calling bird at Cartwright
Point, Kingston, 18th May (JCa, MDR,
AKR).
Snowy Owl: Good numbers of
widespread birds continued into April,
with island maxima of 15 on Wolfe
Island, 5th Mar (NLB) and 17 on
Amherst Island, 12th Apr (MD). The last
record was of a bird on Bath Road, 21st
May (FD).
Great Grey Owl: Up to 2 birds were
seen in the Owl Woods, Amherst Island,
during March (many observers).
Long-eared Owl: One record, of a bird
heard on Ellisville Road, near Seeley’s
Bay, on 11th Apr (SD, CH).
Northern Saw-whet Owl: A number of
records: 1 calling on Florida Road, 10th21st Mar (CG); another calling bird east
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of Lansdowne, 27th Mar – 16th Apr (CH);
and up to 4 along Canoe Lake Road on
9th Apr (MVAB). Three other calling
birds were noted; at Clear Lake Road,
Crosby on 11th Apr (SD, CH),
Warburton Road, Lansdowne on 12th
Apr (SD, CH), and Sydenham, 14th May
(BGB).
Ruby-throated Hummingbird: The
first bird of the year was seen at
Sydenham on 7th May (BGB).
Red-headed Woodpecker: The adult
bird first reported 10th Oct, 2013, (MDR)
continued at Gananoque Golf and
Country Club until 9th May at least.
Other sightings include a bird at a feeder
near Kingston Mills on 10th May (FT), 2
at Lemoine Point CA, Kingston on 12th
May (MDR), and another on Amherst
Island on 25th May (KJH).
Peregrine Falcon: It is unconfirmed
whether the resident ‘pair’ bred in
Kingston this year. Most sightings (MarMay) were of single birds.
Olive-sided Flycatcher: Two birds were
seen at Prince Edward Point on 18th May
(JCa, MDR, AKR) with at least one
remaining to 19th May (KG).
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: Several
reports: 1 at Cole Lake, Verona, 9th May
(YS); 1 at Crossing Road, near Elgin,
21st May (DMo); 3 at Prince Edward
Point, 22nd May (BER); 4 at Prince
Edward Point, 25th May (VPM); and 2 at
the Owl Woods, Amherst Island, 25th
May (MJP).
Loggerhead Shrike: The first 2 birds
were seen on the Napanee Plains,
Newburgh on 9th Apr (KJH).
Northern Shrike: The last bird was
seen on Warburton Road, Lansdowne,
on 20th Apr (KJH).
Blue-headed Vireo: The first bird of the
year was seen at Marshlands CA,
Kingston on 24th Apr (VPM, JB).
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Tufted Titmouse: The bird first seen on
Howe Island 14th Oct (SED) continued
until 22nd Mar when it was heard
singing. All other reports came from the
U.S. with 2 at Three Mile Bay, 28th Apr
(SS et al.), 2 at Point Peninsula also on
28th (JD), and 1 at Burton Road and 1 at
Westcott Beach SP, both 30th Apr (JF).
House Wren: An early arrival was seen
at Marshlands CA, Kingston on 10th Apr
(JRB).
Winter Wren: Genuine spring birds
were first noted in April with the first (2)
at Marshlands CA, Kingston, on 9th
(MDR).
Carolina Wren: Three birds were
observed: 1 at Wellesley SP, Jefferson
County, NY on 2nd Apr (NLB), 1 at
Cartwright Point, Kingston, 23rd-25th Apr
(EBat et al.), and 1 at Faircrest Blvd,
Kingston, on 26th Apr (JRB).
Grey-cheeked Thrush: Several records
this spring: 1 at Prince Edward Point,
14th May (TJ); 1 at Prince Edward Point,
22nd May (FD); 1 at Marshlands CA,
Kingston, 23rd May (JRB); 1 at Prince
Edward Point, 25th May (NR); 1
Amherst Island 25th May (KJH); 1 along
trail off Portsmouth Ave, Kingston, 27th
May (MDR); 1 at Marshlands CA,
Kingston, 29th May (EBat); and 1, also at
Marshlands CA, on 30th May (JRB,
VPM, MDR).
Northern Mockingbird: A bird was
seen at Point Peninsula, Jefferson
County, NY on 28th Apr. Others were
seen on Blue Mountain Road,
Lansdowne, on 9th May, and up to 2
birds were seen on and off near Prince
Edward Point on several dates in late
May (TMW, VPM, et al.).
American Pipit: An early bird was
heard flying over Invista Lagoons,
Kingston on 24th Mar (CH) with 3 more
typical individuals seen at Kaiser Cross
Road on 11th May (MDR, AKR).
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Lapland Longspur: Just a single record
of 1 bird, associating with a large flock
of Snow Buntings, on Wolfe Island on
28th Mar (MDR).
Snow Bunting: A total of 439 were seen
on Wolfe Island on 28th Mar (MDR).
The last birds (38) were seen at Haig
Farm, NE of Gananoque, on 3rd Apr
(JH).
Worm-eating Warbler: Three different
birds were noted in the area this spring:
the first at Prince Edward Point on 10th
May was banded on 11th (MJP et al.); the
second, also at Prince Edward Point was
photographed (without a band) on 19th
May (MFo); the third was discovered at
Parrott’s Bay CA, Amherstview, on 26th
May (MB) and continued into early
June.
Louisiana Waterthrush: The first bird
arrived back at its traditional haunt on
Canoe Lake Road on 26th Apr. An
impressive count of 5 different birds was
obtained on 5th May (EBat).
Blue-winged Warbler: The first birds
(max 3, MJP) were seen at Prince
Edward Point on 10th May (several
observers). Singles were also seen at
Perch River WMA, Jefferson County,
NY, on 13th May (RBr), Elgin on 14th
May (NLB), Opinicon Road on 21st May
(DMo), and Marble Rock CA, north of
Gananoque, on 26th May (MFa).
Brewster’s Warbler: An example of
this hybrid between Golden-winged
Warbler and Blue-winged Warbler was
banded at Prince Edward Point on 12th
May (TJ).
Tennessee Warbler: Good numbers
were noted this year, particularly at
Prince Edward Point, with maximum
counts of 25 on 17th May (MJP), 17 on
18th May (JCa, MDR, AKR) and 20 on
19th May (TMW). Widespread sightings
elsewhere.
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Orange-crowned Warbler: Just three
records: 1 at Prince Edward Point, 14th
May (TJ); 1 also at Prince Edward Point,
20th May (MDR) and 1 at Marshlands
CA, Kingston 30th May (JRB, MDR).
Mourning Warbler: First recorded on
12th May at Marshlands CA, Kingston
(TC) with further sightings at that
location on 23rd May (VPM) and 30th
May (JRB, VPM, MDR). Also seen at
Prince Edward Point, 13th May (KB),
22nd May (FD) and 25th May (4 birds VPM); Canoe Lake Road, 18th May
(KJH); Amherst Island, 24th May (KJH);
and Marble Rock CA, north of
Gananoque, 26th May (MFa).
Kentucky Warbler: A bird was seen
skulking at Traverse Woods, Prince
Edward Point on 11th May (LBu, MJ)
but surprisingly, a male took up
‘territory’ at Parrott’s Bay CA,
Amherstview on 20th May (BER) and
was subsequently seen by numerous
observers well into June.
Hooded Warbler: Four records this
spring: 1 at the Owl Woods, Amherst
Island, 9th May (RBe, SL); 1 banded at
Prince Edward Point 10th May (MBKF);
1 banded at Prince Edward Point, 12th
May (TJ); and 1 seen at Prince Edward
Point 16th May (MFo).
Prairie Warbler: Both records came
from the U.S. with 2 noted at
Brownville, Jefferson County, NY, on
13th May and a single at the same
location on 21st May (RB).
Vesper Sparrow: Just 6 records: 2 on
Davidson Side Road, Inverary, 21st Apr
(EBat); 1, Canoe Lake Road, 29th Apr
(JRB, MDR); 1 on Amherst Island 11th
May (RBe, SL); 1, Hicks Lane, north of
Camden East, 17th May (JCa); 1 Bedford
Road, Sydenham, 18th May (JCa, MDR,
AKR); and 1 on Amherst Island, 31st
May (LHB, DJM).
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Orchard Oriole: Several reports this
spring, with a maximum of 4 at Prince
Edward Point on 10th May (KG).
Possible breeding birds were noted on
Amherst Island (KJH) and Bath Road
(GC).
Other species observed during the
reporting period: Canada Goose, Mute
Swan, Tundra Swan, Wood Duck,
Gadwall, American Wigeon, American
Black Duck, Mallard, Northern
Shoveler, Northern Pintail, Greater
Scaup, Lesser Scaup, White-winged
Scoter, Long-tailed Duck, Bufflehead,
Common Goldeneye, Common
Merganser, Red-breasted Merganser,
Ring-necked Pheasant, Ruffed Grouse,
Wild Turkey, Horned Grebe, American
Bittern, Great Blue Heron, Green Heron,
Northern Harrier, Sharp-shinned Hawk,
Cooper’s Hawk, Bald Eagle, Redshouldered Hawk, Virginia Rail, Sora,
Common Gallinule, American Coot,
Killdeer, Spotted Sandpiper, Greater
Yellowlegs, Lesser Yellowlegs, Upland
Sandpiper, Least Sandpiper,
Semipalmated Sandpiper, Wilson’s
Snipe, Bonaparte’s Gull, Ring-billed
Gull, Herring Gull, Great Black-backed
Gull, Caspian Tern, Common Tern,
Rock Pigeon, Mourning Dove, Yellowbilled Cuckoo, Black-billed Cuckoo,
Eastern Screech Owl, Great Horned
Owl, Common Nighthawk, Eastern
Whip-poor-will, Chimney Swift, Belted
Kingfisher, Red-bellied Woodpecker,
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Downy
Woodpecker, Hairy Woodpecker,
Northern Flicker, Pileated Woodpecker,
American Kestrel, Merlin, Eastern
Wood-Pewee, Alder Flycatcher, Willow
Flycatcher, Least Flycatcher, Eastern
Phoebe, Great Crested Flycatcher,
Eastern Kingbird, Yellow-throated
Vireo, Warbling Vireo, Philadelphia
Vireo, Red-eyed Vireo, Blue Jay,
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American Crow, Northern Raven,
Horned Lark, Northern Rough-winged
Swallow, Purple Martin, Tree Swallow,
Bank Swallow, Barn Swallow, Cliff
Swallow, Black-capped Chickadee, Redbreasted Nuthatch, White-breasted
Nuthatch, Brown Creeper, Marsh Wren,
Blue-grey Gnatcatcher, Golden-crowned
Kinglet, Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Eastern
Bluebird, Veery, Swainson’s Thrush,
Hermit Thrush, Wood Thrush, American
Robin, Grey Catbird, Brown Thrasher,
European Starling, Cedar Waxwing,
Ovenbird, Northern Waterthrush,
Golden-winged Warbler, Black-andwhite Warbler, Nashville Warbler,
Common Yellowthroat, American
Redstart, Cape May Warbler, Cerulean
Warbler, Northern Parula, Magnolia
Warbler, Bay-breasted Warbler,
Blackburnian Warbler, Yellow Warbler,
Chestnut-sided Warbler, Blackpoll
Warbler, Black-throated Blue Warbler,
Palm Warbler, Pine Warbler, Yellowrumped Warbler, Black-throated Green
Warbler, Canada Warbler, Wilson’s
Warbler, Eastern Towhee, American
Tree Sparrow, Chipping Sparrow, Claycoloured Sparrow, Field Sparrow,
Savannah Sparrow, Grasshopper
Sparrow, Fox Sparrow, Song Sparrow,
Lincoln’s Sparrow, Swamp Sparrow,
White-throated Sparrow, White-crowned
Sparrow, Dark-eyed Junco, Scarlet
Tanager, Northern Cardinal, Rosebreasted Grosbeak, Indigo Bunting,
Bobolink, Red-winged Blackbird,
Eastern Meadowlark, Rusty Blackbird,
Common Grackle, Brown-headed
Cowbird, Baltimore Oriole, House
Finch, Purple Finch, American
Goldfinch, House Sparrow.
Contributors: Polly A. Aiken (PAA),
Neil Ainsworth (NA), North Leeds
Birders (NLB), Bonnie L. Bailey (BLB),
James Barber (JRB), Erica Barkley
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(EBar), Natalie Barry (NB), Margaret
Bain (MB), Erwin Batalla (EBat), B.
Gaye Beckwith (BGB), Luke H. Berg
(LHB), Roch Bernier (RBe), Peter
Blancher (PB), John Blaney (JB), Kyle
Blaney (KB), Albert Boisvert (AB),
Jeffrey Bolsinger (JBol), Carolyn Bonta
(CB), Richard Brouse (RBr), Mike Burg
& Kathy Felkar (MBKF), Linda Burr
(LBu), Travis Cameron (TC), John
Cartwright (JCa), John Cooke (JCo),
Mark Chojnacki (MC), Prince Edward
County Field Naturalists (PEC), Sharon
E. David, (SED), Stephanie Davison
(SD), William Depew (WD), Dale
Dilamarter (DD), Jacob Drucker (JD),
Frantz Duzont (FD), Myles Falconer
(MFa), James Fletcher (JF), Martin
Forget (MFo), Peter J. Good (PJG), Janis
Grant (JG), Keith Gregoire (KG), Chris
Grooms (CG), Jeff J. Haffner (JJH),
John Haig (JH), Chris Heffernan (CH),
Kurt J. Hennige (KJH), Taylor Jones
(TJ), Martha Julien (MJ), Ken Kingdon
(KK), Suzanne Labbe (SL), Michael &
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Ellen Lam (MEL), Roger Lupton (RL),
V. Paul Mackenzie (VPM), David J.
Milsom (DJM), Brian Morin (BM),
David Morin (DMo), Kingston Field
Naturalists (KFN), Sylvia Naylor (SN),
Eugene Nichols (EN), Linda Nuttal
(LN), Ontario Field Ornithologists
(OFO), Mark J. Patry (MJP), Richard
Poffley (RP), Frank Phelan (FP), Bill
Purcell (BP), Paul R. O’Toole (PRO),
Judy Rash (JRa), Darren Rayner (DR),
Mark D. Read (MDR), Jane Revell
(JRe), Nicole Richardson (NR), Martin
Roncetti (MRon), Bruce Ripley (BER),
Arthur Rowe (AKR), Jon Ruddy (JRu),
Michael W. P. Runtz (MWPR), Robert
Scranton (RS), Yves Scholten (YS),
Sean Sime (SS), Debbie Smithyman
(DS), Pamela Stagg (PS), Frances
Tackaberry (FT), Jim Taylor (JTa),
James Thompson (JTh), D. V. Chip
Weseloh (DVCW), Tom M. Wheatley
(TMW), Chris Wise (CW), Josh Van
Wieren (JVW), Hans van der Zweep
(HZ).
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KFN Ramble to Foley Mountian
April 1st 2014 Ramble to Foley Mountain
On a bright but brisk late winter’s day, we
carpooled from Kingston to the Foley
Mountain Conservation Area. Stopping en
route to collect a hiker at Perth Road
Village, we had a fleeting glimpse of a
Great Blue Heron, flying off.
Foley Mountain is located atop a granite
ridge, overlooking Upper Rideau Lake and
the Village of Westport, 50 km south of
Perth. The area is owned and operated by
the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority
and consists of 800 acres of forests, ponds
and fields. There are five hiking trails.
Anne Robertson had selected this location
for a ramble, hoping that we`d have an
opportunity to hear spring bird songs and
enjoy the sound of wind in the pines.
A Flicker was spotted from the road as we
arrived, and we heard a jay and a Hairy
Woodpecker as we set out on the trail.
Before long, we could see a large beaver
pond with a lodge below us. Anne pointed
out porcupine droppings. We examined
Bittersweet and Buckthorn trees, Hemlock
(recognizable because of how it leans
over), White Pine (which grows straight),
torpedo-like Maple buds, Bloodroot, and
Dogweed.
We crossed over a bridge and looked for a
tiny creature called Winter Scorpion. We
admired a beaver run, from above.
Listening for wind in the pines, we heard a
Chickadee and a Blue Jay. When we came
upon deer fur on the trail, Anne explained
that it was likely the victim of coyotes and
that the carcass may have been eaten by
Bald Eagles. Deer hairs are very coarse and
also hollow, which helps the deer to swim.
Deer are particularly vulnerable to
predators when chased onto open ice.

We looked at Beech and learned that
American Beech keeps it leaves (alternate
branching) and sends up suckers, while the
European variety doesn’t. Although we
think of winter trees as “evergreen”, in fact
they shed a third of their needles every
year, and no needles are more than three
years old.
We examined the efforts of a woodpecker,
which had started by working away on
some rotting bark and then levering off
pieces of bigger bark.
A group of snow fleas caught our attention.
We tried picking them up to see them
jump. They are in the order Collembola,
and the shape of their abdomen is what
allows them to jump. They feed on algae
in the soil and then come up from the soil
into the snow. Observing the snow fleas
led Anne to share an interesting fact: one
teaspoon of soil contains five billion
bacteria, a million small species (like Snow
fleas) and some 200,000 algae and fungi.
As we headed back, observed Pale
Coridalis, and fungi of various sizes
growing on trees. We also spotted Hop
Hornbeam. We admired a Brown Creeper
high atop a tree, and from a cliff we saw
Tundra Swans (also called Whistling
Swan), Trumpeter Swans, a Bald Eagle on
an ice patch feeding on prey (or carrion),
and a pair of Turkey Vultures. One of
them flew over “our” cliff to size us up.
http://ontarioconservationareas.ca/compone
nt/mtree/conservation-authorities-ofontario/rideau-valley/foley-mountainconservation-area
By:Joe Benderavage
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Bird Nerd Bonus
James Barber

1. What is the name of this species?
2. What are the 2 names of the hybrids produced when this bird mates
with the Blue-winged Warbler?
3. How would you describe the song of this bird?
4. What is the genus of this bird?

